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When looking for something beyond the traditional press release and advertising, a tried and true method for
advertising a book is the book poster. An effective book poster can pull in readers by attracting them to the
storyline or subject matter and persuade them to spend time with your words or your characters. Decide on the
selling point of your book. Is it a nonfiction book aimed at helping people make money? Is it a thriller intent
on keeping the reader awake at night to find out what happens next? Collect blurbs and reviews from those
who write in your genre or are experts in your field. Seeing a recognizable name on your poster may entice
people to find out more about your book. Write the copy that will grace the poster using the theme on which
you have settled. Ensure your copy is not stilted or boring. Try to invoke an emotional response from those
who will see your poster. A cluttered poster will look amateurish and cause your target to ignore your offering.
Combine the copy and design elements into an aesthetically pleasing way using the style you decided upon
earlier. You may choose to use the assistance of a professional designer or graphic editing program. Have
prints made at a nearby print shop. Before arriving, decide on a size you are comfortable with and will suit
most bookstores and other locales where the poster will hang. A poster that is too large will be difficult for
most places to display. However, a poster that is too small will likely be missed by its targets. If possible, have
the poster printed in varying sizes. Construct a list of possible places to contact about displaying your poster.
Other potential places could be independent hair salons, boutiques and other small businesses who might be
willing to help. Contact the bookstores and businesses on your list. Ask them if it will be acceptable for you to
send them a poster or if it will be okay for you to drop by and display the poster yourself. Independent
bookstores are especially willing to work with unestablished authors; contacting them could be the first step in
making other arrangements with the store such as holding a book signing. Cite this Article A tool to create a
citation to reference this article Cite this Article.
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Chapter 2 : 70 Amazing Samples of Creative Advertisement Posters | The Finished Box
Book Report Poster Party is a creative incentive program that provides a positive experience for the student. It provides
an opportunity to encourage each student's reading endeavors while combining it with an exciting art poster to be
colored and prominently displayed.

Your students will love creating large visual images of the main characters of their books for this creative
book report project idea! This main character book report project will provide you with all of the teaching
resources that you need for your students to write about the main characters of their books. The only additional
material required to complete this project is construction paper. Traditionally, requiring students to write about
the main characters of their books is a task that most students find quite boring. By using these body shaped
book report templates, your students will be enthusiastic about writing how their characters have changed or
learned an important lesson during the main events of their books. This main character project contains
directions on how to fold a piece of construction paper into a body shape. It is impossible to tell you the
measurements of this book report project because each student designs their own head, hands, legs, and feet
for their characters. Without the additional body parts, the main part of this project measures 18 inches in
width and 12 inches in height. Students then add the head, hands, legs, and feet to this main body section.
Everything that you need to complete these character body book report projects is included in this set of
teaching resources. Your students will need scissors, glue, tape, coloring pencils, and construction paper to
complete these projects. For the main body section of this book report project, each student will need a piece
of construction paper that measures 12 inches x 18 inches. There are 10 printable worksheets and template
pages in this set of teaching resources, as well as a 5 page color bulletin board display banner. In addition, I
have designed a set of letter writing stationery and a matching bulletin board display banner that is included
for free in this set of reading resources. You can use this stationery set so that your students can write a letter
to their main characters when they have finished their character body book report projects. You can select the
version U. This set of teaching resources includes 3 pages of detailed assembling directions on how to
assemble this main character body book report project. Below is a sample of the assembling directions
worksheets. I have only shown the first step and the last step of the directions in the sample below. The actual
directions worksheets not shown are split up into 8 steps and there are graphical images provided for each
step. The picture examples on the actual assembling directions worksheets demonstrate exactly how, in 8
steps, to cut and fold the construction paper to form a character body that has a vest that opens. These
directions also show how to design a male character that is wearing pants or a female character that is wearing
a skirt. A book report grading rubric is included in this set of teaching resources. I believe that it is important
for students to evaluate their own work, so my book report rubric contains an assessment section for both
students and teachers. When students evaluate their book report projects, they color in the faces on their
grading rubric worksheets. When a teacher evaluates the projects, the teacher circles the small numbers inside
each box on the printable worksheets. Below is an example of my character body book report grading rubric. I
believe that the writing process is important and that teachers should use process writing whenever possible.
For this reason, my students never begin their book report projects by writing on their final draft character
body templates, instead they write on first draft worksheets. Next, my students edit and revise their written
work on their own, with a partner, or in individual writing conferences with me. The creative writing topics for
this character body book report project include: What activity would you like to do with this character if you
met him or her? Inside Left Area of Shirt: At the Beginning of the Book Describe what your character was like
at the beginning of the book. What problem, or challenge, did this character have to solve? Inside Right Area
of Shirt: At the End of the Book Describe what your character was like at the end of the book. What valuable
lesson did your character learn at the end of the book? Character Body First Draft Worksheets: This set of
teaching resources contains 3 printable worksheets for students to write their first drafts on. On my first draft
worksheets, I have designed the writing line spaces to match the spaces allotted on the final draft character
body book report templates. Name and Date Adjective Boxes: I know that it takes teachers a lot of time to
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design and assemble their classroom bulletin board displays. Many teachers spend their valuable time cutting
out large display letters or making a banner at home on their own computers. If you have access to a
laminating machine, I recommend that you laminate your banner so that it will be more durable and you can
use it again in the future. In addition to the main project that is described above, I have my students write a
letter to the main characters in their books. I have designed a matching set of rainbow letter stationery and a
bulletin board banner for this creative writing activity. This free letter writing stationery set includes the
following: These main character graphic organizers are a unique and fun way to get your students excited
about completing a writing assignment about the books that they have read. The writing responses that are
required of your students will make them think and write about how the main character in their story has
changed or learned a valuable lesson during the events of the book. In addition, this book report project
includes a letter writing activity and a matching bulletin board display banner. This is one of the first book
report projects that I assigned my students. I have gone through many versions of this project while I tested
and refined the direction steps and template pieces. The first year that I tried this book report project with my
students, I basically just gave out the directions for folding the poster paper into the shirt, vest, and arm
shapes. I had body book reports turned into me that were in a variety of shapes and sizes, from 6 inches in
height, all the way up to 6 feet tall! It was very hard to create a bulletin board display of these projects when
they were such different sizes. I have tested sending this whole project home the directions, first draft, and
final drafts as a week long homework assignment, and my students were able to complete all of these steps on
their own at home. They have really enjoyed sharing their book report projects and discussing their main
characters with their classmates when they have completed their projects. I hope that your students enjoy
creating these unique main character projects too! For these main character body book report projects, I
encourage my students to think about what makes their characters unique, and to use these ideas in designing
their characters. To make this character unique, the student designed the BFG has with large ears, holding a
snozzcumber in his hand, and by his feet is his Dream Jar. This is an example of a book report project for Mr.
Twit from the book The Twits by Roald Dahl. To make this character unique, one of my students designed his
project to have a hairy beard, Mr. Twit holding a paint brush in his hand, and by his feet is his can of hug tight
glue. To make this character unique, Violet is chewing gum and she is holding a golden ticket in one hand and
a stick of chewing gum in her other hand. If the main character of the book is an animal, students can easily
adapt this project into an animal shaped book report project. Purchase this book report project below: This
project is also ideal for a biography book report about a famous person.
Chapter 3 : How to Make a Poster (with Downloadable Example Posters)
Auto Suggestions are available once you type at least 3 letters. Use up arrow (for mozilla firefox browser alt+up arrow)
and down arrow (for mozilla firefox browser alt+down arrow) to review and enter to select.

Chapter 4 : 25+ Book Report Templates: Extra large, fun, and creative book report projects.
As the first point of contact a reader makes with a book, the jacket must capture the major themes and ideas--all the
elements of a book report. Using poster-paper or poster-board, students fold it in half width-wise to draw a cover design
on one side and the jacket back on the backside.

Chapter 5 : Ellen Sussman (Author of Book Report Poster Party)
Book Report Poster Party by Ellen Sussman (Designed by), Mella Cathleen (Illustrator), Randy Thorne starting at $
Book Report Poster Party has 1 available editions to buy at Alibris.

Chapter 6 : How to Advertise a Book on a Poster | Pen and the Pad
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Book Report Poster Party by Ellen Sussman (Designed by), Mella Cathleen (Illustrator), Randy Thorne starting at $
Book Report Poster Party has 1 available editions to buy at Half Price Books Marketplace.

Chapter 7 : Book Report Poster (UPDATED) | Squarehead Teachers
Wanted Poster Book Report Project: templates, worksheets, rubric, and more. This extra large Wanted Poster book
report project contains assembling directions, first draft worksheets, final draft templates, grading rubric, and a matching
bulletin board display banner.

Chapter 8 : Free Publisher Templates | + Sample Layouts & Downloads
A teacher's time is valuable, so all of my book report projects include a 5 page bulletin board display banner.I hope that
these display banners help save you time in decorating your classroom bulletin board displays that feature your
students' book report projects.

Chapter 9 : Free Poster Templates: Download Ready-Made Poster Designs
To make a poster, design your layout with the headline, slogan, or event written at the top of the poster, then use the
sides and bottom of the poster to include important information like a phone number or event date.
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